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‘It was our Bronx.’ (Ma

rk Carver)

Anglia Square ar
rived like a spac
eship
from another dim
ension. Its futuris
tic
brutalism (and its
rapid decline)
authenticated th
e quaint medieva
l city
it landed on: for
certain misfits an
d
subcultures, at lea
st, who reflected
its
awkward angles.
During the early
to mid eighties, b-b
oys
honed their move
s in the precinct,
before graduatin
g to the city cent
re
and Chapelfield.
The best-known
of the Square’s offi
cial
clubs may have
been Rick’s Plac
e (a.k.a.
Scamps), a popu
lar outpost of To
mbland’s
mainstream nigh
tlife; but setting
aside The
Jacquard, which
was further up M
agdalen
Street, the music
ally significant ve
nues
were Pennies (fo
rmerly Cromwells
) and
The Regency Su
ite.
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On the first floor
opposite Roy’s, th
is small
function room wa
s the notorious we
ekly
home of Danger
Zone Sound Syste
m, which
rattled the wind
ows throughout
the early
nineties. The Re
gency was also us
ed in
that period for Th
irteenth Floor, a
funk
and psych night;
and Love It, an ea
rly
underground ra
ve.
Further into the
nineties, Pennies
evolved
into Fat Pauly’s:
a scuzzy pool clu
b and
gig venue, used
by Rebel Lion (r
oots);
Sureshot (hip-ho
p); Planet Yes (te
chno);
Flux and Rumble
(both drum’n’ba
ss) and
others. It was ev
entually squatte
d, when
the music contin
ued illegally.
George Mahood

NOSY PARKER

NORTHWIC
Is Anglia Square the heart of old Norwich?
Some people have claimed that the original settlement of Northwic
stood in the vicinity of the Cathedral Close.
However, excavation in the 1980s suggested that it lay north of the
river. It appeared that a fortified enclosure dating from the early
900s occupied an area around what is now Magdalen Street (as far as
Cowgate), Fishergate and Colegate.
This had probably been the site of Northwic since about 720 and had
risen to pre-eminence by about 850.
This map by Norwich geologist and antiquarian Samuel Woodward published
posthumously in 1847 was in some respects rather speculative, but gives a good impression
of the settlement north of the river in early medieval times.

Matthew Parker (1504-1575).
Born in the parish of St Saviour’s beside
Magdalen Street; became Archbishop of
Canterbury in 1559. Called Nosy Parker
because of a reputation for sticking his nose
in other people’s business.
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Have you heard the strange tale of old Nosy Parker,
Born in the parish of St Saviour’s parva,
Who rose to become Queen Eliza’s top priest?
You haven’t, you say? I’m surprised. Well at least
You have now - so go and read farther...

